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introduction

• In 1969, Elisabeth Kubler-Ross 
identified five stages of dying in her 
book On Death and Dying

• Denial; Anger; Bargaining; Depression; 
Acceptance

• Acceptance of the reality of the loss is 
painful, but it isn’t the finality

• Meaning as a 6th stage allows grief 
transformation into something rich 
and fulfilling



finding 
meaning
in grief

• grief grabs your heart and doesn’t let it go

• people have strong desire to find meaning

• empowers moving forward

• helps us make sense of grief

• comes in many forms – gratitude, 
commemoration, life shift

• makes grieving easier 

• reduces stuckness in any of the five stages



where is meaning

• the death
• the loss
• the events
• belief in afterlife
• life of person I loved
• meaning in my own life



f inding  a  way 
to  susta in  your  love  

for  the person 
after  the ir  death 

whi le  you’re  moving  forward 
with  your  l i fe



meaning 
guidelines

• only you can do it
• relative and personal 
• takes time – months or years
• doesn’t require understanding of why the 

person died
• still won’t feel worth the cost of the loss
• loss happens to you; meaning is what you 

make happen
• meaningful connections heal painful 

memories



Death does not need to be a catastrophic, destructive thing.
Indeed it can be viewed as one of the most constructive 

positive and creative elements of culture and life. 
Elisabeth Kubler-Ross



Chapter 1

factors that 
influence 
the death 
experience

• presence of trauma (agony, accident, 
disaster, violence, suicide)

• age of self and deceased

• expected or not

• how person died

• presence of estrangement or conflict

• being present at end of life



All of us get broken in some way. 
What matters is how we get up and put the pieces together.



chapter 2: 

grief must be 
witnessed

features of grief

• each person’s grief is unique, 
experienced in own way

• intensity of grief matches intensity of 
love

• grief unites us as a universal process

• intense for a year, fluctuates after that, 
always there

• people feel isolated after bereavement 
(funeral, days off work)



dark side 
of grief

• grief can be too acute for other emotions, 
including hope

• it feels like pain will never end, like a dark 
cloud over the whole sky

• hope can be unhelpful and felt as 
invalidating, it can die with loss

• don’t say – time heals all or your loved one is 
at peace



light side of grief
• Death is a permanent loss. Loss of hope is temporary.

• Death ends a life, but not our relationship, love, or 
hope.

• Practical grieving or delayed grieving.



how to witness 
grief

• everyone needs grief to be witnessed

• ask about loved one and truly listen

• be fully present to magnitude of loss without 
pointing out silver linings

• acknowledge and accurately mirror or reflect 
pain without judgment

• having pain seen and seeing the pain in 
others is wonderful medicine for body and 
soul

• witnessing includes being with all six stages

• funerals  and memorials offer multiple ways 
of ritual and ceremony for witnessing and 
meaning-making

• important for children too

• we heal as a tribe



people who 
can’t witness 
grief

• afraid pain is too intense

• couldn’t face the grieving person

• followed by guilt

• missing authenticity of rhythms of 
life, experiencing peaks and valleys

• our job is to experience pain not 
avoid it



Chapter 3:

meaning of 
death

• pain is inevitable when we lose someone 
we love

• suffering is optional, the stories we tell 
around the loss

• unresolved anger and hurt complicates 
grief

• expressive writing can help healing –
more objectivity, wiser perspective, 
positive meaning

• retell story through others’ eyes to heal



death is not 
a failure,
it’s a 
transformation

• death isn’t optional, its inevitable

• getting sick and dying isn’t a failure
• fear of failure doesn’t stop death but 

does stop life

• treasure every moment as love 
comes to an end

• end of life is precious to express love, 
complete relationships

• not good to throw away end of life 
experience to frantically search for 
cure

• people who are dying draw 
butterflies on the wall



steps in
finding

meaning

1. acceptance is challenging – facing never-ending pain
• peace comes, not quickly
• feeling the depths of pain and living there for a good while

2. then look for meaning to change the pain and end 
the deep suffering

3. future is a blank – don’t let the past dictate your 
future
• put down the mirror and pick up the binoculars
• don’t tangle the past, present, future
• a ship in harbor is safe, but that’s not what ships are built for

4. help someone else who is grieving



chapter 5: 
the decision

• healing is an active process

• decide whether to live again while alive

• avoiding the prospect of loss means avoiding 
the joys of life

• flow with life rather than resist it

• heart gets bigger, can hold love of one lost as 
well as new loves



Chapter 6  

finding meaning 
in why

1. Why them? Life can’t be that cruel and 
random. No answers come. 

2. Survivor’s guilt – putting oneself in jail 
and throwing away the key

3. Good questions:
• Make why me – why not me?

• Ask – why did I live?

• Why did your loved one live? 

• What did you get out of knowing them?

• What good came out of the death or loss?

4. Give power back to God, universe.



chapter 7:
suicide

1. haunted by failure to stop suicide – if only…
• trying to assert control in uncontrollable situation 

that already happened

2. stigma attached to suicide – families get far 
less support than death by cancer
• dead are responsible and not worthy of mourning

3. often an impulsive act in a moment of despair 
after years of treatment

4. can’t continue to live in such pain, only way to 
escape excruciating pain



chapter 8: 
complicated 
relationships

1. people can be inappropriate, tactless, 
offensive to grieving others
• narcissistic, competitive, controlling 
• leads to anger, regret, guilt, recriminations

2. immaturity is often magnified not outgrown 
following death

3. unfinished business – can’t change other, no 
expectations

4. not forgiving creates a prison of resentment 
– right but not happy



forgiving others 
for handling grief 
badly – imagine…

• person born as innocent infant

• wounded growing up

• forgive the person not action

• remember own imperfections



making amends 
for your 
unresolved 
treatment of the 
deceased

• imaginary apology

• living amends – living, breathing 
apology

• commit to good behavior going 
forward

• support full grieving



chapter 9: 
child loss

• meaning feels impossible if not unlikely after 
death of a child

• post-traumatic growth emerged after founders 
observed bereaved parents for a decade

• five growth areas
• stronger relationships
• new life purposes and opportunities
• more inner strength
• deeper meaning
• new life appreciation



chapter 10: 
miscarriage & 
infant loss

• Deep connection with child starts with 
pregnancy

• Enormous pain that can endure is caused by 
secrecy and silence that surround miscarriage or 
loss of life in early infancy.

• Often there is no evidence of the child – no birth 
certificate or death certificate, no burial, to 
honor the loss of life.

• Innovations in medical settings are being made 
to honor the connection and loss.



chapter 11: 
mental illness

• the brain is the diseased organ, and 
worsened by adverse childhood experience 
or trauma

• people with mental illness are stigmatized -
get blamed and criticized

• they get told to get over it, stop seeking 
attention, make a decision to get better

• people who lose loved ones to mental illness 
can struggle with self-blame
• grief begins long before death, loss of a good 

future

• important to witness and acknowledge pain, 
not blame and shame

• make meaning by helping others with mental 
illness



chapter 12: 
more love 
than pain

• shift to grieve with more love than pain

• Initially grief feels like being robbed, like an arm 
or part of your heart has been ripped away
• the deeper the love the deeper the pain

• love is the other side of pain

• pain is a gang of feelings – anger, sadness, 
numbness, yearning, shock, etc.

• key to accept and experience the feelings fully, 
not the reactions to the feelings

• honor human pain first, not spiritual perspective



more love than 
pain

• can postpone but not eradicate grief

• run into the emotional storm

• the love is always there – death isn’t strong 
enough to end love

• savor the love, not just stay with the pain

• remember the middle of people’s lives, not just 
the difficult end

• there are grief bursts and love bursts

• talk about memories to get love bursts



chapter 13: 
legacy

• financial legacy of wealthy people – the billionaires’ 
Giving Pledge

• making the world a better place by being and acting

• thinking differently (Steve Jobs)

• death inspires contributions – father filling potholes 
in India after son killed in car accident caused by a 
pothole

• pass on the good legacy by creating new memories 
of love with others

• take pictures of belongings and pass them along

• social media tributes



chapter 14: 
grieving to 
believing

• 80% of bereaved people say they have felt a loved 
one’s presence after death

• continuing bonds model of grief (Klass) – retaining 
connections

• evolving relationship – deceased is ever present in 
today’s reality

• continually see the person with new perspectives

• there is no closure – opening the door to a different 
relationship

• phenomenon of deathbed visions – traveling 
somewhere, full of people



chapter 14: 
afterlife 
beliefs

OPTION 1 
afterlife - continued relationship and presence with 
deceased

OPTION 2
there is an afterlife, but no ongoing presence and 
relationship with deceased

OPTION 3
no afterlife – consciousness dies 



chapter 15: everything has changed forever

• the worst kind of loss is your loss

• feels like you are drowning in a river of grief

• broken heart syndrome is common – heart is temporarily damaged

• it’s your job to honor your own grief - no one can ever understand it

• friends create a symphony of meaning – some are there at the beginning, 
some in the middle, and some later



outgrow 
three Ps

Personalize
you are not the cause, no blame, not singled out, 
not unique

Pervasive
grief doesn’t pervade, it shifts to love, meaning, 
contribution

Permanence
pain doesn’t last forever, it is transformative



now that your loved one 
has died, who are you?



Grief doesn’t get smaller. 
We get bigger.


